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Abstract— This paper presents a novel compact design
for a two degrees of freedom (DOF) joint mechanism. The
joint is optimized for compactness, strength and range of
motion which makes it ideal for constructing spatial or
three-dimensional hyper redundant robots. We also identify
and classify various prior joint designs that led to the
development of this new concept. Finally, we present the joint
forward kinematics, and force and torque calculations to
verify the joint’s range of motion and mechanical advantage.

Fig. 1. (a) Hirose’s ACM III snake doing lateral undulation. (b) Our
modification of Mark Yim’s PolyBot design, developed at the Sensor
Based Planning lab, doing rectilinear locomtion.

I. INTRODUCTION
The first serpentine robot was built by Hirose at the
Tokyo Institute of Technology (Figure 1a). In his work,
he studied how such mechanisms locomote in the plane
[6]. The term hyper-redundant robots was introduced
by Chirikjian and Burdick [1] to describe robots with
numerous independent DOF. In their work the authors
built a planar device and introduced a variety of methods
to solve the inverse kinematic problem for such robots.
The work in this paper discusses the mechanical design
aspect of joints that are suitable for constructing spatial
hyper redundant (SHR) robots, i.e., SHR robots with threedimensional workspaces. Designing such joints requires
balancing many opposing design factors. Particularly,
these joints are required to be strong enough to resist
high loads generated by the robot’s own weight and other
dynamic loads generated by its spatial motions. Nonetheless, the joint should not compromise compactness and
maneuverability.
In Section II, we present and discuss four different
design approaches used for constructing SHR robots. We
also introduce our novel design approach. In Section III
we study the forward kinematics of our design and demonstrate the two degrees of freedom: in-plane bending and
orienting. We also present the force and torque analysis
of our joint to measure its mechanical advantage.

A. Actuated revolute joints
Actuated revolute joints provide the simplest design
approach to build a snake-like robot. This is done by
connecting a sequence of actuated revolute joints in a serial kinematic chain. Many two-dimensional snake robots
fall into this category where all the rotation axes of the
revolute joints are parallel to each other [11]. Planar snake
robots can perform two modes of locomotion: lateral
undulation and rectilinear or tracked locomotion. While
performing lateral undulation, the snake robot propagates
an “S” shaped wave along its body. In this case the
revolute joint rotation axes are perpendicular to the ground
plane as seen (Figure 1a). In the case of rectilinear or
tracked locomotion, these axes are parallel to the ground
plane (Figure 1b).
Three dimensional version of this design resembles the
two-dimensional design with the exception that the axes of
the revolute joints are not parallel. Rather, the rotation axes
are skewed to allow motions out of the plane (Figure 2a).
A more compact design is the actuated universal joint
where two perpendicular axes coincide at each joint
(Figure 2b). The main challenge in this design approach
is packaging the actuators within a minimum volume.
The actuated revolute joint mechanism has no mechanical
advantage, i.e., the motors must react all the external
forces applied to the joint. Designers refrain from using
direct drive actuators because this approach renders the
joint either bulky and strong or small and weak. Using
small actuators is only suitable for two-dimensional snake
robot since the required reaction forces are relatively
small.
To produce strong yet compact SHR robots using revolute joints, designers use high reduction actuators such
as power screws or worm gears which tend to slow the
joint’s motion. Just recently, Carnegie Mellon’s Sensor

II. M ECHANICAL D ESIGN OVERVIEW
Researchers have built SHR robots using different
approaches. The simplest design consists of connecting
several revolute joints together [6], [11]. Another design
approach uses a parallel mechanism structure to connect
several links together [1] [2] [3]. The need for even more
compactness and strength led to angular swivel joints [7],
[8]. Finally, we developed a novel joint design which
iterates on the angular swivel design and improves on its
shortcomings such as strength and range of motion [5].
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Fig. 4. (a) Planar snake-like robot developed at Caltech using a parallel
mechanism. (b) A graphic depicting all configurations of the parallel
mechanism using binary actuators.
Fig. 2. (a) Our modification of Mark Yim’s design used to construct a
SHR robot. (b) The actuated universal joint snake robot designed at our
lab.

Fig. 5.

Fig. 3.

(a) Supplementary angular shafts. (b) Obliquely cut cups.

The advantages of this design are rigidity, accuracy and
strength. However, joints built using parallel mechanism
tend to be bulky due to the use of multiple actuators
stacked next to each other. Additionally, the joints have
a limited workspace. Chirikjian and Burdick have built a
planar snake robots using parallel structures [4]. Inspired
by Chirikjian work with binary actuators, recently we have
been investigating this design approach to build a miniature snake robot using binary actuators. This will reduce
the size and the weight of the joint without compromising
strength and rigidity (Figure 4b).

Detailed view of an actuated universal joint.

Based Planning lab [12] built a snake robot using this
design approach (Figure 2b).
In this design, each motor actuates a power screw that
drives a nut that is rigidly attached to a clevis which in
turn rotates the cross of the universal joint (Figure 3).
Each motor actuates one rotation axis of the cross which
constitutes one degree of freedom. Two actuators are
enclosed inside each link, hence providing two DOF per
link. This particular SHR robot has 14 DOF. Each link
is 41.7mm in diameter, 96mm in link length and has a
±55 degrees range of motion. This compact design does
not compromise strength and speed. Each joint produces
4.5Nm torque which is enough to cantilever 6 joints.
Moreover, each joints takes 5 seconds to travel the entire
range of motion.

C. Angular swivel joints
Angular swivel joints were introduced by Takanashi [7].
The basic idea of this design is to use two angular
shafts (Figure 5a), or two obliquely cut cups (Figure 5b),
with supplementary angles (the shaft angles sum to 180
degrees). These two shafts are connected by a bearing,
hence, rotating one shaft around the other sweeps a cone
of revolution. Rotating the other shaft orients this cone of
revolution. By coordinating both rotations, the joint can
perform two pure motions: in-plane bending (the joint
bends in one plane) and orienting (the joint orients the
bending plane).
This specific joint design connects two adjacent links
of the snake robot via two mechanical paths; hence, the
joint has a parallel kinematic structure. The first is through
a passive universal joint (Figure 6a), pulling the two

B. Parallel structure joints
Another design approach used to build snake-like robots
uses parallel mechanisms to connect adjacent links. For
planar snake robots, a simple closed chain mechanism
consisting of linear actuators can constitute the joint
connecting two adjacent links or platforms (Figure 4a).
For three-dimensional version of this robot, adjacent links
are connected together by a non-planar parallel structure.
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Fig. 6.

(a) Angular swivel joint design. (b) JPL snake robot.

links together and the other path is via two obliquely
cut spherical cups pushing the two links apart [5]. Even
though the joint has only two mechanical paths, the
positioning (being concentric) and the form (one being
a u-joint and the other having an oblique cut) of the two
paths render the joint spatial.
Each cup can be rotated independently using two motors. Rotating both cups in opposite directions yields
an in-plane bending motion of the joint. Rotating both
cups in the same direction yields an orienting motion of
this bending plane. Hence, the two degrees of freedom
are coupled since both motors rotate simultaneously at
all times. The universal joint prevents twisting between
adjacent links; this is extremely crucial for passing signal
and power wires inside the robot. However, the universal
joint limits the range of motion.
The Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) iterated on
Takanashi’s design and developed a SHR robot [8] seen
in Figure 6b. This snake robot has 14 DOF. Each link is
38.1mm in diameter, 145mm in link length and has ±60
degrees range of motion. This design has a singularity
configuration when the joint is in straight position. In
this configuration any motor rotation will lead to bending in one direction, i.e., the orientating DOF is lost.
However, this same singularity provides the joint with
big mechanical advantage along a direction perpendicular
to the bending plane. In other words, the motors do not
have to provide any torque to resist external loads in this
direction. Moreover, in this particular design the universal
joint was put inside the cups. This forced the u-joint to
be small which in turn rendered the entire joint relatively
weak.

Fig. 7.
A section view of a robotic wrist that uses angular bevel
gears[10].

Fig. 8. (a) A 3D model of the joint design. (b) Actual pre-prototype
designed and built in our lab as a proof of concept.

also improves its range of motion, which was restricted by
the passive universal joint. One of the drawbacks of this
design is its mechanical complexity due to the alignment
of bevel gears. It is worth mentioning that any industrial
robotic arms use designs similar to our proposed design
(Figure 7).
So far, we have designed three joints using this approach. Moreover, two working prototypes have been
built: the first prototype serves as a proof of concept
and was manufactured in the Carnegie Mellon Mechanical Engineering machine shop with standard off-the-shelf
parts (Figure 8). This particular prototype has a ±90
degrees range of motion. Another joint designed using the
same approach (Figure 9) is 40mm in diameter, 165mm
in length and has ±90 degrees range of motion. This
joint design is patent pending. The latest joint designed is
shown in Figure 10. This joint is 40mm in diameter and
170mm in length. It has ±120 degrees range of motion.
All these designs being variants of the angular swivel joint
described above have the same singularity configuration
that does not allow the joint to move in certain directions
instantaneously.

D. Angular bevel joints
Here we introduce our contributions to joint design.
This design is similar to the angular swivel joint described
above, but it improves on some of its shortcomings. The
main difference between the two is the replacement of the
universal joint with an angular bevel gear train (Figure 9a).
This replacement not only increases the joint’s strength but
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Fig. 11. Coordinate frames used to calculate the matrix transformation
TA .
Fig. 9. (a) Bevel gear train replacing the universal joint. (b) Our patent
pending joint design.
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where CβA and SβA stand for cos(βA ) and sin(βA ) respectively. Doing the same calculation for the second half of
the joint we compute TB = T76 .T65 .T54 . Finally we compute
the total transformation matrix, we get
T(βA , βB ) =




Fig. 10. (a) 3D model of the our latest joint design. (b) Actual prototype
of the joint.
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Starting from a straight position, we represent the next
bay by the vector V = (0, 0, 1), the axis of the next link
is along the Z axis of the XY Z7 coordinate frame. After
a specified angular rotation of each motor, the vector
V will be transformed to a new vector V  = (Vx ,Vy ,Vz )
which specifies the new orientation of the next bay axis,
the new Z axis after rotating frame XY Z7 . This is done
by multiplying vector V = (0, 0, 1) by the transformation
matrix given in equation (2).
The joint was designed so that the motors run at the
same speed, hence, we set |βA | = |βB | = β . Finally we
compute the final configuration of the joint:

III. J OINT A NALYSIS
Here we present an analysis of our novel design (Figure 9b). We also present the force and torque analysis to
calculate its mechanical advantage.
A. Forward kinematics of the joint
In order to study the kinematics of the joint, we will find
the transformation matrix, T, that relates motor angles,
βA and βB , to the actual joint configuration i.e., the two
angles: azimuth α and pitch φ . We will utilize the fact
that the joint is symmetric about the cut plane to simplify
our calculations. First we find the transformation matrix
TA from the motor plate coordinate frame, XY Z0 , to the
obliquely cut face frame, XY Z3 (Figure 11). Then we
multiply these matrices to get the complete solution. The
matrix TA consists of three rotations: first rotate around
Z0 axis by an angle βA (T10 ), then rotate around the new
Y1 axis by 45 degrees (T21 ) and lastly by rotate around
the new Z2 axis by an angle βA /2 (T32 ). Multiplying these
matrix transformations we get: TA = T32 .T21 .T10 .
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Fig. 12. Azimuth and pitch angles versus motor angle for bending mode
of motion.
Fig. 13.

V + and V − represent the new joint configuration
when the motors are turning in the same or opposite
directions respectively. Equation (3) displays the bending
motion starting form the straight configuration. Equation
(5) verifies the orientation motion. Since we start in a
straight configuration the orientation DOF does not move
the joint at all but both cups rotate as one rigid body.
Finally, we compute the pitch and azimuth angles, φ and
θ , for the bending mode of motion:
φ
θ

=
=
=
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Fig. 14.

Plotting these angles versus motor the angle verifies that
bending occurs almost in a plane. The joint’s maximum
bending angle is 90 degrees (Figure 12).
B. Force and torque analysis

Case 1 and Case 2 configurations.

External loads Tx and Ty are resisted by Tg and T f .

ΣTx = 0
ΣTy = 0
Tg

⇒
⇒
=

−T f cos α − Tg sin α + Tx = 0
T f sin α − Tg cos α + Ty = 0
Tx sin α + Ty cos α

Tf

=

Tx cos α − Ty sin α

(8)

where α = π /4 is the cup cut angle. Solving the total
motor torque for case one we get:

Now we study how external joint loads are transferred
to the motors. To do so, we study the worst case configuration scenarios that generate the maximum loads at the base
joint of a SHR robot under its own weight. Assuming a
SHR robot comprises n links, where each link has length L
and weight W . We identify two worst case scenarios: Case
1: the snake robot is fully extended horizontally and the
base joint has to cantilever the rest of the body of the snake
(Figure 13a). In this case the base joint experiences the
highest shearing and bending moment loads. Case 2: the
snake is in an “L” shape configuration where the base joint
is loaded with the highest twisting torque (Figure 13b).
Now we study how the externa loads Tx and Ty are
transferred through the joint structure to the motors. As
an intermediate step we calculate the loads on the bevel
gear, Tg , and the obliquely cut face, T f . Then we compute
the motor torque, TMOT OR , required to resist these external
loads. Solving for Tg and T f we get:

Fig. 15. Free body diagram for the base joint in (a) Case 1. (b) Case 2.
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Fig. 16. Mechanical advantage of the joint versus the number of links.
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Figure 16 gives the plot of the ratio of external load
torques, Tx and Ty , to motor torques of the joint versus
the number of links for each of the two cases. Even in
these worst case scenarios, the ratio stays above 15 in
case 1 and a constant 20 in case 2. The reason for the
high ratio is due to the gear reduction inherent in the joint
design, allowing us to use even smaller motors to actuate
the joint.
IV. C ONCLUSION
Joint mechanism design has been a bottleneck for constructing compact, strong and maneuverable SHR robots.
Moreover, a multitude of new robotic applications such
as search and rescue, jet engine inspection, low profile
locomotion, etc., have highlighted the need for such
robots. In this paper we have presented a promising
novel joint mechanism design that optimizes strength and
compactness while maintaining high dexterity.
We have designed three joints variants of the same
concept so far and manufactured two prototypes that have
served to verify our claims. The results are promising and
we will soon build a complete SHR robot using this novel
joint design. In the future we look forward to design SHR
robots using alternative actuators. Polymer muscles are a
promising form of actuation but the technology is still in
the developing stages [9].
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